Time spent with
close friends and
a glass of wine is
Deborah Cole’s
favorite way to
share her Chicago
garden.
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Explore a less-than-large urban
backyard that hides behind
a busy street in Chicago.

written & produced by HEATHER BLACKMORE photography by BOB STEFKO

When a large
euonymus died,
leaving the north
end of the garden
exposed, Deb
replaced it with
a mirror to give
deeper dimension
to the garden.
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On a busy corner in the heart
of Chicago’s Gold Coast
neighborhood stands a 9-foottall brick wall with a secret.
To passersby, the wall is just another dividing
line in a densely populated environment. But to
attorney Deborah Cole, it embraces and protects
her sanctuary. Beyond the steel door at the street
entrance, the urban chaos falls away and the secret
slowly unfolds. A narrow corridor softened by a
ceiling of porcelain vine guides visitors to another
entrance—a tall cedar gate that gives way to the
sound of trickling water and the occasional coo of
a pigeon awaiting a dip in Deb’s fountain.
The narrow space feels much grander than its
20×40-foot dimensions. Like a well-curated art
installation, the space is packed with plants that
offer more than just a pretty flower.
Deb purchased the property in 1986 following
an extensive hunt for a space that would allow her
to garden. After getting married in 1990, Deb and
her husband, Chuck, purchased the adjacent unit,
which came with a bonus: the former owner’s small
garden, which contained railroad ties for raised
beds and a scant assortment of peonies and hostas.
Close collaboration with Mariani Landscape
helped the couple establish an enclosed and
properly draining foundation that combined both

TOP LEFT: As a self-employed attorney, Deb regularly
moves her office to the garden when weather allows. Her
early-morning routine includes watering and primping
the plants before she turns to more serious matters.
ABOVE: Deb cashes in on the availability of sun on the
patio to add a planter of succulents to set off the table.
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LEFT: Carefully positioned
mirrors are great for
adding dimension to small
spaces. RIGHT: A redbud
tree, among the first things
planted in the garden,
provides a sculptural
canopy over the table.

Small Spaces

I’VE CREATED MY OWN LITTLE BIOSPHERE
BACK HERE. MY FRIENDS CALL SPECIFICALLY
TO SEE IF THE GARDEN’S OPEN.
— DEBORAH COLE
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TOP LEFT:

Amethyst geodes
purchased in
Colorado were
placed in front
of lighting at the
base of a redbud
tree for a little
nighttime sparkle.
LEFT: An
architectural
artifact
purchased at the
French Market
in Paris found a
new home on the
brick wall. Deb
trained climbing
hydrangea to
grow around the
piece.
BELOW: A
wrought-iron
bench found
at a Michigan
antiques shop is
among the many
unique pieces
that populate the
small garden. The
mirror, found at
another market,
adds dimension
to the small
seating area.

gardens to create an elongated space.
“We had to dig down deep, and neighbors thought
we were putting in a pool,” Deb says. “But we had
to bring in layers of gravel, clay, sand, and topsoil so
everything would drain properly.”
Deb wanted to avoid hard lines in the garden,
opting instead for a curving walkway to allow
for discovery and provide continuity. Round
herringbone-pattern patios anchor opposing ends
of the garden. A curved seat wall around the largest
patio accommodates guests. Three redbud trees
were planted to provide a living ceiling. Chosen for
their unique branching pattern, the trees’ purple
flowers also announce the beginning of spring in the
Zone 5 garden.
With the hardscaping and trees in place, the fun
could finally begin.
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ABOVE: A
narrow metal
container
nestled into the
corner of the
balcony doubles
as a place to
display garden
curiosities and
small plants,

LEFT: Cut-leaf Japanese

Small Spaces

maple partners with the
large leaves of Hydrangea
‘Peegee’ and delicate
azalea foliage for an
interesting composition.
RIGHT: A cast-stone
planter adds visual
interest to the fence.

Add inter
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OPPOSITE: The loss of
a large euonymus offered
an opportunity to trick
the eye with a mirror. For Deb,
the garden is a reflection
of her grandmother, who
taught her to nurture and
share beautiful spaces.
THIS PAGE: 1 . Endless Summer
hydrangea offers both colorful
pom-pom flowers and great
fall color. 2 . Bugleweed and
begonias form a living textured
carpet. 3. Coneflower tucked
in the sunnier spots adds tall
pops of color along the garden
wall. 4. Oakleaf hydrangea was
positioned to camouflage a
storage area located near the
house. 5 . A copper butterfly is
a permanent resident.
6. The swirling silver pattern
on the foliage of Rex begonia
makes it a perfect addition to
the garden. 7. Shade-loving
impatiens breaks up the
pathway with vibrant repeatblooming flowers. 8. Siam
tulips (Curcuma alismatifolia),
discovered at a big-box store,
found new homes in the
border and containers around
the patio. 9. Delicate fern
leaves juxtaposed with large
hosta add visual interest.

1

2

3

4

“I only get about
four hours of
sunlight on any
one section.
So I had to
rely heavily
on foliage
color, shape,
and texture …
I didn’t want
a garden full of
pachysandra.”
5

6

8

9
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RIGHT: Carefully
positioned mirrors
are a great way
to add dimension
to small spaces.
BELOW: A witch’s
ball adds interest
and reflects the
circular patterns
throughout the
design. Many of
the orbs were
created by a glassblowing friend in
New Orleans.
BOTTOM:

Candlelight
scattered
throughout the
garden at sunset
adds to the
ambience.

“I only get about four hours of sunlight on any one
section,” Deb says, “so I had to rely heavily on foliage
color, shape, and texture to distinguish it. I didn’t
want a garden full of pachysandra.”
The mostly-shade garden billows with cut-leaf
Japanese maples, hydrangeas, hostas, a variety of
ferns, Rex begonias, and the occasional coneflower
where the suns rests longest. As another element
of the garden, walls were adorned with planters
filled with coleus, creeping Jenny, and purple
fountaingrass. Remnants salvaged from the gardens
of dear friends who have passed away as well as
mementoes from Deb’s travels personalize the space.
Another bonus of the enclosed space derives from
the protective walls that extend the gardening season
for Deb—the flowers continue to bloom well into
November.
“I’ve created my own little biosphere back here,”
she says. “My friends call specifically to see if the
garden’s open.”
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10 TRICKS
TO MAKE
A SMALL
SPACE SEEM
LARGER
1 / DEFINE THE SPACE Is entertaining
important? How about a nook to relax?
Use different surfaces to delineate these
areas from the rest of the garden, then
connect them with a common element.
2 / DECK THE WALLS Carry the garden
theme onto the walls with planters and
vines that will also soften boundaries.
3 / MITIGATE SOUND Incorporate a
small water feature that will help to
decrease noise, especially in an urban
environment.
4 / CREATE A DESTINATION Patio sets

and fountains encourage visitors to slow
down and linger. Use seating with open
backs to keep views uninterrupted.
5 / REMEMBER SCALE Trees that grow
out instead of up will occupy more real
estate. Opt for dwarf shrubs.
6 / MAKE PATHS MEANDER Direct

pathways convey brevity. Carefully
placing plants to spill over the path’s
edges will accentuate a serpentine
walkway.
7 / BORROW A VIEW Benefit from a
neighbor’s lovely tree by allowing it to be
seen from your garden.
8 / PLAY WITH TEXTURE Incorporate

a variety of leaf shapes, colors, and
textures to add interest in a tight spot.
9 / LIGHT IT UP Lighting around
architectural elements, including trees
with interesting branch habits, adds
evening drama.
10 / FAKE IT Mirrors hung from walls or
fences add dimension, provided they’re
positioned to reflect the garden and not
a utility box.

Resources on page 96.
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A Chicago couple
transform the concrete
jungle in back of their
house into a go-to spot
for music-making.
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PARTY
SPACES

Bjorg Solstad
and her partner,
Lenny Johnson,
transformed the
space behind
their Chicago
brownstone into
a dance floor
festooned with
party lights.
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As the sun sets on a humid July evening
on Chicago’s Near West Side, Bjorg Solstad
is preparing for a night on the town.
Except the party’s at her place, and the
dance floor is in her own backyard. It doesn’t
hurt that her partner of 17 years, Chicago
Fire Department Lt. Lenny Johnson, is an
accomplished musician whose band, the
Red Line Lounge Band, provides thumping
tunes that infuse the muggy urban air with a
funky vibe.
Before the couple bought the home in
2010, it was hardly a destination spot.
Previous owners, each attempting partial
rehabs on the 1888 brownstone, left the
aging property with little warmth and a rat
infestation, not to mention a backyard bathed
in concrete. Not a glimpse of green in sight.
Bjorg wanted a space that reflected her love
of warm colors, textures, and entertaining.

ABOVE: Like the rest of their

home, the front facade
received a facelift to bring it
back to life. Flower boxes filled
with vibrant annuals line the
entry and offer a prelude of
what’s to come in back of the
1888 brownstone.
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She just didn’t know how to make her vision
a reality. “When I first saw the concrete, I
wanted it out,” says Bjorg, a physical therapist
and owner of a home health care agency. “But
then I thought about grass and having to cut
it, and we decided to keep the concrete and
transform it.”
She sought the help of interior designer and
color specialist Kelly Fitzsimmons to guide
her through the process of transforming her
home and the monolithic gray eyesore into a
destination space worthy of kinetic soirees.
They needed a garage that could not only
house their cars and Lenny’s Harley, but
could also serve as the stage for jam sessions.
Complete with velvet curtains, the garage
went in and received a burgundy stucco

LEFT: Bjorg
(right) chats
with friends on
the balcony.
Lattice
enclosures
on the sides
and canvas
awnings above
add to the feel
of an intimate
outdoor room.

Party Spaces

Lenny (right), founder
of the Red Line Lounge
Band, plays infrequently
with the band now that
he’s gone into music
production. The couple
created a music studio
in their main level to
accommodate Lenny’s
music career.
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Planters made of
reclaimed wood and
filled with grasses,
coleus, and mandevilla
soften the hard edges
of the triangular
space. Cushy seating
upholstered in orange
outdoor fabric spices
up the space while the
cobalt blue rug anchors
the arrangement.
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Outfit an outdoor space
with trellises for growing
climbing vines to soften
the edges and block a view
.

Party Spaces

facade in keeping with Bjorg’s Mediterranean
vision. Raised in Norway, where the design
aesthetic tends to be very modern, Bjorg
admits she doesn’t know how she developed
a love for all things old and colorful.
Similar to the way one would approach
an interior room redesign where walls, floor,
ceiling, and decorative pieces define the
look, Fitzsimmons addressed each element
individually. The wooden fence was given
a coat of brown paint so it would recede
organically into the background. The couple
agrees that painting the concrete floor was the
single most difficult task, requiring perfect
weather conditions throughout the process
to ensure adhesion. “I see things in blocks
of color, and this slab of concrete was so
depressing that if we didn’t add color to it, it
would take away from the cozy, hacienda feel
of the space,” Fitzsimmons says.
Festoon lights were draped above the new
“dance floor” and yellow awnings—Bjorg’s
favorite color—were hung above the balcony
to provide shade on the hot, southernexposed seating area. Container gardens were
made of reclaimed wood and outfitted with

trellises to grow climbing roses, mandevilla
vines, and honeysuckle. Large all-season
containers, planted with hardy arborvitae,
provide yearlong color and structure. Small
deciduous trees, like rose of Sharon and dwarf
lilac, planted in containers along the fence are
changed from year to year. Colorful seating
areas done in oranges and yellows and mosaic
tables complement the rustic feel of the floor.
“From barbecues with friends in the
evening to coffee and meditation every
morning on the balcony, the yard is part of
my daily life,” Bjorg says.

ABOVE, FAR LEFT:

Salvaged metal with
interesting scrollwork
hangs along the fence
for visual interest.
ABOVE LEFT: A
multicolor rug in warm
tones anchors the
balcony seating area,
ABOVE: A laughing
Buddha rests on a
table on the balcony,
Bjorg’s favorite spot
for morning coffee and
meditation.

RIGHT: A limbed-up dwarf lilac (Syringa) underplanted with

petunia, vinca, and licorice plant (Helichrysum) fills a rustic
container that suits the aesthetic of the hacienda-style
space. A variety of container gardens spaced along the
fence line and around the seating areas adds a gardeny
feel to a space that was once inhospitable to plants.
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BELOW: Bjorg and Lenny

share a moment before
guests arrive. The couple
wanted the space to
do double duty as an
entertainment spot and
a place for Lenny’s band
to practice. RIGHT: A spiral
staircase provides an
interesting vertical element,
and serves as the connection
between the balcony, where
Bjorg enjoys her morning
coffee, and the lower
entertaining area.

RIGHT: Festooned
lights strung above
the dance floor add
a warm glow to the
festivities below.

Whether it’s a barbecue with friends or morning
32
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BELOW LEFT: The lights add a warm glow to the
festivities. BELOW RIGHT: Guitarist Lawrence

Johnson plucks the strings and sinks into an
instrumental blues riff. RIGHT: Lenny and his
band entertain the guests.

BELOW: A colorful
Mexican sun sculpture
hangs from the brick
wall on the patio and
is in keeping with
Bjorg’s desire for
hacienda-like decor.

ABOVE: Vocalist Lawrence Johnson croons a tune for guests. During the renovation,
Bjorg envisioned a space conducive to dance parties. Years later, she still crowds her
dance floor whenever the opportunity arises. RIGHT: Mosaic tables throughout the space
provide interesting pops of color. LEFT: Keyboardist Percy Dixon tunes up.

meditation, “the yard is part of my daily life,” Bjorg says.
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Bjorg (right) and
designer Kelly
Fitzsimmons (middle)
clicked the moment
they met. With a
shared fondness for
warm color palettes,
the collaboration
made for a seamless
process that led to a
lasting friendship.

Party Spaces

TIPS FOR
PAINTING
A CONCRETE
FLOOR
Kelly Fitzsimmons, a Chicagobased interior designer and
faux-painting specialist, has
a few tips for painting a patio.
HIRE A PROFESSIONAL A singlecolor application is much simpler
than the look she created with an
experienced concrete-painting
contractor who, because of the
intricate color design, was a bit
outside his comfort zone, she
says. Achieving the rustic look of
Bjorg Solstad’s patio required a
keen eye and special machinery to
apply layers of mustard yellow and
deep reds.
WATCH THE WEATHER Rain
and humidity are not your friends
when it comes to painting concrete.
Even a little precipitation can
seep beneath the paint and
cause bubbling and chipping.
Fitzsimmons says the planters, and
the fact that Bjorg lives in a snowy
Zone 5 climate, means the lifespan
of a concrete paint job is always
iffy. Touch-ups are a reality.
PREP PROPERLY A clean, dry,
debris-free surface is key to good
adhesion. Using a mix of water and
mild detergent, scrub the surface
clean and rinse thoroughly. Allow
to dry and use a wet/dry vacuum
to remove any remaining dirt.
CHOOSE THE RIGHT PAINT
Look for paints rated for exterior
concrete surfaces. Rule of thumb:
Several thin coats are much
stronger and water resistant than
a few thick coats. Follow dryingtime instructions between coats.
GET A BIRD’S-EYE VIEW Because
she worked in tandem with a
specialist, Fitzsimmons was able to
stand on the balcony overlooking
the space to direct the painter
where to apply the next color layer.
Even the DIYer will benefit from
another pair of eyes to check for
any irregularities.

Resources on page 96.
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Landscape
lighting placed
along the bed
borders provides
ambience after
the sun sets. The
pruned curvature
of the dwarf
Korean lilac
mimics the arch
above the porch.

written and produced by HEATHER BLACKMORE photography by BOB STEFKO
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SPACES

What do you do with a
three-step ranch in need
of a facelift? This was the
question Bob and Donna
Clark toyed with as they
considered the redesign
of their front entry.
Tired of cramming a small table and
chairs on the front porch, Donna wanted
a welcoming space to sit and enjoy
her neighbors. Bob wanted something
that stood out. Something unlike the
typical spirea, burning bushes, and
birches that populated the landscapes of
their suburban Chicago neighborhood.
And the lava rock—it had to go.
For the Clarks, everything about the
redesign of their front entry came down

to trust. When their designer, John Algozzini
of K&D Landscape Management in Rockdale,
Illinois, presented them with a plan, they
wondered if they’d made the right decision,
especially because it encroached upon Bob’s
well-manicured lawn. Armed with little plant
knowledge, they were unable to visualize
the big picture, and to that Algozzini said,
“Trust me.” The Clarks are glad they did.
Yawn-worthy memories of meticulously
cleaning out the lava rock season after season
and pruning every bush into an unnatural
sphere provided the nudge they needed.
Algozzini delivered on his promise to create
a unique, low-maintenance space complete
with attributes the couple never knew they
wanted until the entire process was complete.
“We wanted to keep costs down,”
Bob says. “But I also wanted it done
right. Not necessarily cheap, but
right and different from the rest.”

ABOVE: The redesigned front entry is a destination space for Bob and Donna Clark, who enjoy hosting
impromptu gatherings with neighbors in the summer. Donna says careful budgeting and a trustworthy designer
made all the difference throughout the process that resulted in the welcoming outdoor seating area.
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1. A potted Ice Blue podocarpus

greets visitors where the
patio meets the driveway.
Bob, driven by a desire for the
unusual, enjoys finding unique
specimens to fill the containers
that dot the sitting area.
2. Spikes, so popular in
container designs in the
1980s and ’90s, take on the
“thriller” role in this container
combination of variegated
coleus and pink petunia near
the garage.
3. A grouping of containers
at the front entrance adds a
riot of color and softens the
corners of the steps. Donna
prefers containers in subdued
earth tones to let the flower
combinations do the talking.
4. Watering cans adorn a plant
rack on the front porch. Prior to
the redesign, little porch space
was available for containers.
5. The floral theme continues
onto the front porch, where
visitors are greeted with a pink
mandevilla vine underplanted
with alyssum at the door.
Potted vines offer height and
scale to the overall design.
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Prior to the installation, Algozzini
accompanied the couple to several nurseries
to show them firsthand the plants, trees, and
shrubs that rounded out the design. They also
selected the tree-form lilacs and euonymus
that would provide structure around the
patio. Exposed aggregate on and around
the porch was replaced with an 8×9-foot
bluestone patio. The hand-selected trees
defined the space, while a serpentine hedge
of clipped boxwood delineated the beds from
the lawn. Allium ‘Summer Beauty’, Russian
stonecrop, and Betony ‘Hummelo’ planted en
masse filled in the spaces around the patio
and softened the hard lines of the bluestone.
The result was a pollinator-friendly
space offering multiseason interest,
qualities the Clarks never appreciated
until the design came to fruition.
“I wanted to create more depth at the

4

door,” Algozzini says. “And planting in
repetitive drifts using pollinator-friendly
perennials helped to establish a theme in a
short amount of time.” The icing on the cake
came with the installation of the automatic
sprinkler system that, at first, the Clarks
opposed. After a little more coaxing from
Algozzini, the Clarks saw the light. “It’s the
best thing since sliced bread,” Bob says.
In addition to the neighbors who drop
by on summer evenings, the Clarks
never knew they’d equally enjoy the
buzz of honeybees or a visiting monarch
butterfly. Seasons have taken on new
meaning, too, as the couple anticipates
the flowering of the lilacs that signal
spring or the crimson glow of the burning
bushes that announce autumn’s arrival.
“There’s something happening
every season now,” Donna says.

Small Spaces

LANDSC APE AT A GLANCE
A limited plant palette was the trick to pulling
off a slick front-entry redesign, says designer
John Algozzini. The Clarks wanted order and
symmetry that could only be achieved with
clean lines and plants that provided both
architectural and multiseason interest. A
boxwood hedge wrapped around and defined
the front entrance. At the corners, dwarf trees
were planted and the areas between filled with
large groupings of Allium ‘Summer Beauty’
and Betony ‘Hummelo’. Mixed containers help
to soften hard edges and allow the couple to
change things up from season to season.

1 / Allium ‘Summer

Beauty’ (Allium
tanguticum
‘Summer Beauty’)

1

2

3

4

2 / Betony ‘Hummelo’

(Stachys officianalis
‘Hummelo’)
3 / Feather reedgrass

(Calamagrostis ×
acutiflora ‘Overdam’)
4 / Russian

stonecrop (Sedum
kamtschaticum)
5 / ‘Green Velvet’

boxwood (Buxus
‘Green Velvet’)
6 / Dwarf Korean lilac

(Syringa meyeri
‘Palibin’)

5

6

1

9

10

3

6

2
1 / Allium ‘Summer Beauty’
2 / Betony ‘Hummelo’

2

11
1

8

3 / Feather reedgrass ‘Overdam’
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4 / Russian stonecrop

6

5

5 / ‘Green Velvet’ boxwood
6 / Dwarf Korean lilac

5
4

6
2

4

7 / Table and chairs
8 / Bluestone porch and patio
9 / House
10 / Dwarf burning bush standard
11 / Driveway

Resources on page 96.
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